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Victoria Regia; or the Great Water Lily of
America ... with illustrations by William Sharp,
from specimens grown at Salem, Massachusetts

Boston:  printed and published for the author by Dutton &

Wentworth,  1854. Broadsheet (27 x 21 inches). Letterpress

title, 1p. dedication to Caleb Cope, 12pp. text (numbered

[5]-16); 1p. index, plate list, note and errata. 6

chromolithographic plates by Sharp & Sons after William

Sharp and Allen. Publisher's cloth-backed lettered boards.

 Housed in a green morocco backed box. 

A monument to American colour printing, a work which

launched the age of chromolithography as an art in the

United States. 

(#27729)                                                                             $ 60,000

JOHN  FISK
ALLEN
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A View of Manchester N.H.  Composed from
Sketches taken near Rock Raymond by J. B.
Bachelder, 1855

New York:  Printed by Endicott & Co, Published by J. B.

Bachelder,  1855. Tinted lithograph by Endicott & Co. Sheet

size: 26 x 33 3/4 inches.

The finest and largest of all the early views of Manchester.

(#5113)                                                                                   $ 1,500

J .  B .
BACHELDER
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Album of Virginia; or, illustration of the Old
Dominion

[Richmond], Virginia :  Edward Beyer,  1858. Oblong folio (16

1/4 x 24 inches). Lithographed throughout. Tinted title with

five integral vignettes, 40 tinted plates after Beyer by Rau &

Son (18) or W.Loeillot (22). (Occasional expert repairs, each

plate backed with archival tissue). Expertly bound to style in

half morocco over original brown cloth-covered boards,

upper cloth cover with blind-stamped border surrounding

large central title block in gilt.

One of the foremost American view books created in the

nineteenth century("an outstanding item" [Bennett]) here

with the scarce octavo  volume of explanatory text

published separately in Richmond.

(#19821)                                                                              $ 45,000

EDWARD
BEYER
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Portrait Gallery of Distinguished American
Citizens, with biographical sketches

Hartford:  E. B. and E. C. Kellogg,  1845. Folio (15 7/8 x 12

inches). 27 tinted lithographed silhouette portraits, 27 tinted

lithographed plates of facsimiles of handwriting (some

foxing, offsetting and oxidization as usual). Modern half calf

and oatmeal cloth.

First edition of this impressive work, notable for its

effective and evocative lithographed portraits of renowned

Americans of the antebellum period.

(#31770)                                                                                $ 5,250

WILLIAM  HENRY
BROWN
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Buffalo Hunt under the White Wolf Skin. An
Indian Stratagem on the Level Prairies

New York:  Currier & Ives,  circa 1858. Lithograph, coloured

by hand. Sheet size: 18 1/8 x 23 1/16 inches.

A very rare Currier and Ives issue of this classic image of

life on the Western Plains before the coming of the white

man.

(#31686)                                                                                 $ 2,850

GEORGE
CATLIN
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The First of May 1865 or Genl. Moving Day in
Richmond VA. 

New York:   H. & W. Voight,  1865. Hand-colored lithograph,

9½ x 11¾ inches. Lightly tanned, with minor wear. Very

good.

The Confederates rousted from Richmond

(#28124)                                                                              $ 2,000

CIVIL
WAR
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Pictorial St. Louis the great Metropolis of the
Mississippi Valley A topographical survey
drawn in perspective A.D.1875

St. Louis:  Compton & Co,  1876. Oblong folio (14 1/16 x 19 3/4

inches). Lithographic decorative title with integral vignette,

frontispiece after Dry, key plate (printed in two colours),

view of the city as it was in 1832 on one sheet, 110 plates

after Dry, each plate with letterpress text on the verso.

(Occasional small repaired tears to the margins). Publisher's

half black morocco and russet pebbled cloth boards, upper

cover blocked in gilt (joints starting).

An important American lithographically-illustrated work as

well as "what is by far the most important city view of St.

Louis" (Reps).

(#29843)                                                                               $ 13,500

RICHARD  COMPTON  &
CAMILLE  N .  DRY
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Central-Park, Winter: The Skating Pond 

New York:  Currier & Ives,  1862. Hand-colored lithograph.

 Some very pale marginal spotting, pale mat burn, minor

browning and discoloration from prior framing on verso, a

few small marginal tears repaired at edges. Sheet size: 22 x

29 inches.

Classic Scene in Central Park.

(#30524)                                                                              $ 17,500

CURRIER  &  IVES  -
CHARLES  PARSONS
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The Cabinet of Natural History and American
Rural Sports with illustrations

Philadelphia:  J. and T. Doughty,  1830-1833-[1834]. 2

volumes, quarto (11 x 9 1/4 inches). Text in two columns.  2

steel-engraved titles with vignettes, 2 steel-engraved

portrait frontispieces, 49 plates (1  wood-engraving, 1 steel-

engraving, 1 hand-coloured steel-engraving and 46 hand-

coloured lithographs).  Extra-illustrated with the complete

suite of 8 plates from vol. 3. Expertly bound to style in red

morocco over contemporary red cloth boards, spines in five

compartments with wide flat bands, tooled in gilt on each

band, lettered in gilt in the second and fourth

compartments.

The first American sporting book with coloured plates,

illustrated and published by the founder of the Hudson

River school.  

(#22733)                                                                                $ 9,000

JOHN  &  THOMAS
DOUGHTY
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Andrew Jackson at the Hermitage

Boston:  Pendleton's Lithography,  [1832]. Lithographed

portrait by Bufford after Earl. Sheet size: 22 x 17 inches.

An elegant portrait of President Andrew Jackson at home in

Tennessee

(#28284)                                                                                 $ 3,750

RALPH  E .  W .
EARL
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Timber Merchant's Guide ... Plates
representing the Figures of the principle pieces
of timber, used in building a seventy-four Gun
Ship of the Line, in standing trees

Baltimore:  John D. Toy for James Lovegrove,  1823. 8vo (8 x 5

1/4 inches). 24pp., [89]pp. of letterpress tables. 30 hand-

coloured lithographic plates by Henry Stone after Guillet.

Errata slip. Contemporary tree sheep, expertly rebacked to

style.

The second book printed in America to be illustrated by

lithographs and an important record of the use of timber in

ship building.

(#27887)                                                                                 $ 3,750

PETER
GUILLET  
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Army Memories

New York:  Koch, Sons, & Co,  1887]. Folio (18 15/16 x 16 3/4

inches). 1p. 'Descriptive Index' printed in red and blue on

card (verso blank), 12 mounted tinted (2) or chromo-

lithographed (10) plates, the first plate with an integral title

on a plain card mount, the 11 others with card mounts

decorated with tinted lithographic vignettes, all 12 of the

mounts with small format paper labels laid on verso.

Expertly bound to style in purple half morocco and original

dark red cloth-covered boards, the upper cover with a

semi-relief vignette incorporating the title.

One of the great American chromolithographically

illustrated works.

(#18288)                                                                                $ 8,250

LOUIS  KINNEY
HARLOW
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The Yellowstone National Park and the
Mountain Regions of Portions of Idaho,
Nevada, Colorado and Utah 

Boston:  L. Prang and Co.,  1876. Folio (22 x 19 inches).

[2],iv,48pp. of text, including two full-page maps. Fifteen

chromolithographs, each on original card mounts.

Publisher's half brown morocco over maroon pebbled cloth

boards portfolio binding, with four brass clasps, upper

cover stamped in gilt "The Yellowstone Park." With original

printed grey wrappers for the fifteen parts laid in.

Moran's finest published work and a masterpiece of

chromolithography: the greatest American color plate book

of landscape scenery from the post-Civil War era.

(#26066)                                                                          $ 495,000

F .  V .  HAYDEN  &
THOMAS  MORAN
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Newport and its Environs, illustrated by a
series of views

Newport:  Chas. E. Hammett, 1848. Oblong folio.  (12 1/8 x 16

7/8 inches). Tinted lithographic title with vignette. 11

lithographic plates, all after Mason. Contemporary maroon

cloth, upper cover with centrally blocked panel containing

title 'Newport / and / environs' lettered in gilt.

The earliest collection of Newport views by the prominent

Newport architect, George Champlin Mason. These views, a

pastoral lithographic tour, are very rare, and  are among the

first to showcase the town as a recreational haven.

(#25549)                                                                                $ 6,000

GEORGE  CHAMPLIN
MASON
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Scenery of the White Mountains: with sixteen
plates, from the drawings of Isaac Sprague

Boston:  Crosby, Nichols & Company,  1848. Folio (16 7/8 x 12

1/2 inches). 16 lithographed plates by F. F. Oakley's Litho. or

S. W. Chandler & Bro. Litho. after Isaac Sprague. (Light

dampstain along bottom edge). Original green cloth, upper

cover with gilt-blocked decorative vignette containing the

title, rebacked to style using matching cloth.

A classic series of landscape views in New Hampshire and

Maine.

(#21984)                                                                                 $ 1,250

WILLIAM
OAKES
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Celebrated Dogs of America 

[Boston:  S.E. Cassino,  1879]. 10 parts in one, oblong folio (14

x 19 inches). 20 mounted chromolithographed plates, each

accompanied by a leaf of explanatory text.  Publisher's

prospectus on green paper bound in.  Expertly bound to

style in half dark brown morocco and original cloth covered

boards, upper cover lettered in gilt.  Housed in a dark

brown morocco backed box.

Very rare American work on dogs, with

chromolithographed images after Alexander Pope, Jr. Only

two copies listed as having sold at auction in the past thirty-

five years..

(#29276)                                                                             $ 15,000

ALEXANDER
POPE ,  JR .
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Rae's Philadelphia Pictorial Directory
Panoramic Advertiser. Chestnut Street, from
Second to Tenth Streets

[Philadelphia]:  Julio H. Rae,  [1851]. Oblong quarto (9 3/8 x 13

3/4 inches). [23]pp. text and sixteen lithographed plates

(several folding). Original gold-printed black wrappers

bound in. Contemporary cloth, label on front cover printed

gold on black glossy paper, neatly rebacked.

An incredible city directory and business promotional,

illustrating eight blocks of Chestnut Street in downtown

Philadelphia on sixteen beautifully executed lithographs.

(#28374)                                                                               $ 5,000

JULIO  H .  
RAE
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Sport or Fishing and Shooting

Boston:  Bradlee Whidden,  1889. Folio (21 1/2 x 15 1/4 inches).

15 chromolithographic plates after Remington, Frost,

Cozzens and others. Expertly bound to style in full dark red

straight grain morocco.

A fine copy of this rare large-format work on sport in late

19th-century America, including Frederic Remington's first

two published prints in color, a rare A.B.Frost image of

deer-hunting and images from Fred. S.Cozzens and other

top illustrators of the day.

(#26141)                                                                                $ 17,500

FREDERICK
REMINGTON  &  OTHERS
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Regulations for the Uniform & Dress of the
Army of the United States. June 1851. From the
original text and drawings in the War
Department 

Philadelphia:  William H. Horstmann & Sons,  [1851]. Folio

(14 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches). 25 lithographic plates by P.S. Duval

after G.C. Humphries  (5 printed in colours, 6 hand-

coloured). (Occasional small chips to margins of plates and

 first few leaves of text). Original grey paper-covered limp

boards, blue/grey title label on upper cover, rebacked with

green cloth. (Extremities worn, corners rounded) Modern

cloth box with leather label. In a modern clamshell box.

First edition of this rare colour-plate book recording the

uniform and dress of the mid-19th century United States

Army

(#25250)                                                                                $ 4,250

UNITED  STATES
ARMY  
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The Oriental Album: Twenty illustrations in oil
colors of the people and scenery of Turkey, with
an explanatory and descriptive text

New York:  Anson D.F. Randolph,  1862. Folio (18 x 13 3/4

inches). Tinted lithographic additional title by Charles

Parsons, printed by Endicott & Co., 20 chromolithographic

plates by Parsons after van Lennep, all printed by Endicott

& Co. of New York. Modern half brown morocco and cloth

boards, spine gilt.

A rare and important American color-plate book

(#31583)                                                                                 $ 9,500

HENRY  JOHN
VAN  LENNEP
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Views of California. The Mammoth Tree Grove,
Calaveras County, California and its Avenues 

San Francisco:  Drawn and published by Edward Vischer

[lithographed by Kuchel, printed by Nagel],  1862. Small folio

(13 5/8 x 10 7/8 inches). 4pp. text, letterpress index mounted

on rear pastedown as issued. Lithographed title on card

(repeated and mounted on front pastedown as issued), 12

lithographed plates on card containing 25 mounted

lithographed illustrations.  Contents loose as issued.

Publisher's brown cloth portfolio, panelled in blind, upper

cover lettered in gilt.  (Spine worn).

A rare lithographed edition of Vischer's work on the giant

sequoias of California.

(#27686)                                                                              $ 18,500

EDWARD
VISCHER
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Illustrated Catalogue of Piano-Forte Actions

New York:  Wessell, Nickel & Gross,  1893. Oblong quarto (9

1/4 x 11 1/2 inches). Lithographed title, 56 lithographic plates

(comprised of: 2 tinted views of the factory, 1 tinted

composite group portrait of the three company owners, 7

plates printed in silver and black, 46 printed in colours,

silver and gilt), all by Lindner, Eddy & Clauss of New York.

Publisher's maroon morocco-grained cloth, title blocked in

gilt on upper cover (spine chipped at head and foot).

An early piano catalogue with wonderful semi-abstract

lithographed plates.

(#26007)                                                                              $ 1,000

OTTO
WESSELL  &  OTHERS
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Military Pyrotechny for the use of The Cadets
of the United States Military Academy, West
Point

[West Point:  Lithographed by J. C. Poortermans],  1832

[lithographed 1831]. Folio (13 5/8 x 8 inches). Lithographed

throughout.  [4, including blank following the title], 55, [1]pp.

24 folding lithographed plates.  Uncut. Bound to style in half

calf and original marbled paper boards.  Housed in a

oatmeal cloth box with leather label.

The first edition of the first book produced by lithography

at West Point: an illustrated manual on the production of

ordinance.

(#30526)                                                                                $ 5,250

WEST  POINT
MILITARY  ACADEMY
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Niagara Falls in the Winter of 1855-56, from
the N. York Side

Niagara Falls:  published by E. Whitefield [printed in New

York by Endicott & Co.],  1856. Tinted lithograph, drawn by

E. Whitefield and lithographed by Endicott & Co., NY. Sheet

size: 23 1/2 x 38 5/8 inches.

A majestic winter view of Niagara Falls from the New York

side.

(#26028)                                                                              $ 6,500

EDWIN
WHITEFIELD
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[Army Portfolio. By Capt. D.P. Whiting, 7th
Inf'y, U.S.A. No.1.]

[New York:  G. & W. Endicott,  1847]. 5 tinted lithographed

plates by Chas. Fendrich, F.Swinton (2) and C.Parsons (2),

after Whiting, printed by G. & W. Endicott.  Each measuring

approximately 18 x 23 inches. (Expert restoration at sheet

edges). Matted and housed together in a dark blue morocco

backed box.

"Five of the rarest lithographs of the [Mexican] war" (Ron

Tyler).

(#27135)                                                                               $ 27,500

DANIEL  POWERS
WHITING
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